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By RALPH BELLANTONI

··y---Jap�n�e artist Teiji Furuh��hi
-· transforms a black-walled room into .
Courier News Writer
a video mystery in his 1994 work
called "Lovers." Life-sized dancers
Beginning Thursday and running move in a strange atmosphere of bell
through Sept. 12, New York's� like "tings"• and whispered ·· voices.
UDJ at Madero AJ:t will conducta' Accusatory phrases migrate across
mr:1jor exhibition of nine world-re- the walls. Furuhashi's "Lovers" ere
t-, nciwned video artists. This astonish• ates a strange and mystifyin_ g
ir11g and highly energetic show, titled dreamscape that both . invites and,
"Video Spaces: Eight Installations," disturbs.
· focuses on the artistic liberation of Tony Oursler S:cts as a sort of Dr.
video from the limitations of two di Frankenstein in his 1994 work, "Sys
mensions into the fullness of three. tem
for Dramatic Feedback."
Brad Miskell and Judith Barry col
Oursler gives life to man'nekin-like
laborated on the installation "Hard human figures through sound and vid
cell," which first originated in 1994. eo projection. The anonymous, an
This "technological apocalypse" drogynous · dolls cry and murmur,
groans, flickers and babbles from a scream and laugh, all the while being
battered wooden crate. Computer silently witnessed by an emotionless
screens communicate to each other in video audience.
words and codes from within a cyber
Bill Viola employs kinetics to en•
netic nightmare of human and com
puter parts. Man and machine be dow his "Slowly Turning Narrative"
come blurred together, and threaten with a strange and potent energy. A
12-foot panel, blank on o�e side :-nd
to crash to their doom.
mirrored on the other, spms ra'., :dl)'.,
Stan Douglas takes the viewer in the middle of a room. A v1pr.o
through a nostalgic but ironic stroll projection of an immense, black�dt..d ·
through the television ne\vs shows of white face stares intently from t.anc
the '60s in his 1994 piece called "Eve spinning wall. A second project!r'ilis_·_
ning." Three oversized video screens reveals color images momentanly-,n ··
simultaneously display the newscasts which are quickly shattered by· !he •
of three networks spliced together turning screen. It is like we are seemg
with newsroom banter from behind the thoughts and dreams of t�at_ hu�e.
the scenes. The contrast in reporting face as they rise and fall w1thm his,
•·::
styles and angles concerning such vi mind.
tal stories as ,the Vietnam War and
The three other video installations'
the trial of the Chicago Seven makes· lhat complete the show include Gary
for fascinating viewing.
Hill's "Inasmuch as It Is Already
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